Cross-inhibition between furin and lethal factor inhibitors.
Bacillus anthracis synthesizes two toxins composed of the three proteins: protective antigen (PA), lethal factor (LF), and edema factor (EF). The cleavage of PA on the cell surface by the convertase furin leads to the translocation of LF and EF into the cytosol. We have investigated the cross-inhibitory activities of the furin inhibitors hexa-d-arginine amide (D6R) and nona-d-arginine amide (D9R), which block the proteolytic activation of PA; and of the LF inhibitor In-2-LF, a peptide hydroxamate. D6R and D9R inhibit LF with IC(50s) of 300 and 10microM, respectively; conversely, In-2-LF also inhibits furin (IC(50) 2microM). In-2-LF was efficiently cleaved by furin with the concomitant loss of inhibitory activity on both LF and furin. Incubation of In-2-LF with LF however generated a product that retained partial inhibitory activity against LF. Combined treatment of cells with D6R and In-2-LF enhanced protection against anthrax lethal toxin, indicating that combined administration of inhibitors could represent an effective therapeutic approach.